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Moon Observation Activity
Observe the Moon each night for a month noting how it changes in appearance and position in the sky.
Look for Moon Effects surrounding the Moon and markings on its surface.

Instructions:


Track the changing face of the moon each night for a month using the Moon Phase Chart. Using
any writing instument darken the part of the Moon on the chart that is currently darkened in
the sky. You can start on any night using your naked eye or binoculars. If it’s too cloudy to see
the moon just write “cloudy” in the circle for that night.



In addition, add markings to the circles each night indicating any stand-out features you see on
the moon like craters, ejecta and mare.
Note any Moon Effects like a Moon Halo, Moon Dog or Earthshine surrounding the Moon



Definitions:

1. Moon – the formal name of Earth’s one nature satellite
2. Moon Phases – the apparent change in the Moon’s appearance each night of it’s 29 day cycle
from New Moon to New Moon.
3. Moon Crater – A circular depression on the surface of the Moon caused by the impact of
meteorites
4. Ejecta – Material that is thrown out as a result of a meteoric impact creating a star-like pattern
around the crater.
5. Mare – Roughly cicular dark areas of the Moon. Latin for “seas” – formed by old volcanic
eruptions.

Examples of Moon Effects:

Moon Halo – A ring around the moon usually caused by ice crystals of clouds
Moon Dog – A brigh circular spot on a moon halo
Earthshine – The sun’s reflected light off the earth that illuminates (lightens) part of the moon

Moon Halo

Moon Dogs

Questions:

Use your observations and computer research to answer these questions.
1. Why do you think you could not see the Moon one night during your month of observations?
2. Which night of your observations did the Moon appear most interesting to you? What made it
interesting?
3. Are there craters on Earth? If so, how where they made?
4. How far away is the Moon from the Earth?

Using the Moon Phases picture below, go back to your observation chart after it is complete and label
the 7 Moon Phases indicated below:

